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The government today scrapped the recommendations of the expert
committee to provide 50 per cent reservation to Muslims in
government jobs and educational institutions. A cabinet meeting
chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi decided to implement the
decision of the Union Cabinet taken last year that made it mandatory
for government employees to get 50 per cent reservation in promotions
to jobs and public sector undertakings. The decision will also apply to
teachers of government schools. The cabinet decision came after Union
Cabinet Member for Personnel Satyendar Jain made a presentation on
the current status of reservation in promotions and Parliament. Jain
informed the Cabinet that as per the current policy, 50 per cent
reservation in promotions to jobs and public sector undertakings is not
mandatory. The government does not have any mechanism to
implement the decision in promotions, Jain said. In view of this, the
Cabinet took the decision to implement 50 per cent reservation in
promotions to all employees, including teachers in government schools.
The Modi government had last year scrapped the Supreme Court's
recommendations to provide 50 per cent reservation to Muslims in
government jobs and educational institutions. The Supreme Court had
last year directed the government to set up a new Expert Committee of
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the Cabinet and enunciate a policy for providing 50 per cent
reservation to Muslims in jobs and educational institutions. The apex
court had also directed the government to implement the decision in
promotions in government jobs as well as in educational institutions. In
its verdict, the apex court said 50 per cent quota must be provided for
Muslims in jobs and educational institutions as per the
recommendation of the Sachar Committee constituted in 2006. The
Sachar Committee had found that Muslims in India are in a "pre-
eminent position" when it came to deprivation, even though they
represent 19.6 per cent of the population. Noting the implementation of
the Supreme Court's decision, Jain said, "The panel of five persons has
been constituted to implement the decision. The decision has also been
taken for
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English Vinglish. Saajan Ka Ghar full movie mp3. Saajan Ka Ghar Songs
Download - Nayak (1994) In Hindi, Tamil,. With full length Mp3 Songs,
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Hindi 720p BRRip movie torrent.. English Vinglish. Saajan Ka Ghar full
movie mp3. Beside, the film was also dubbed in Telugu with the title
"Eshwar Ramulu". This musical gained a positive reception in Telugu
audience as well as in the Diaspora of Mysore. Hindi dubbed version
was also released to some acclaim, and the music was given an 8.5
rating by Indiaglitz. Plot Sivaramamurthi (Sivaraman) is a rich young
man of Mysore, who plans to marry his cousin the daughter of a
Zamindar. Meanwhile, a rich Nawab also seeks a woman to marry his
son and loses in the process. He is unable to find a bride for his son
Rustom, and takes the burden of choosing a bride on himself. At the
same time, Rustom falls in love with Dandavatam (Dandavatam), his
childhood friend's only child. Sivaramamurthi plans to marry his



cousin, and on his wedding day, he is informed that Dandavatam is
alive. Dandavatam had spent his childhood years in the Nawab's house
with Rustom, but was later adopted by a Zamindar to save him from a
life of poverty and starvation. The Nawab plans to marry Dandavatam
to Rustom, and informs Sivaramamurthi to just give up his 79a2804d6b
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